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Abstract: Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) is increasingly recognized as a growing
public health issue worldwide. Although more research is needed on both the diagnosis
and treatment of FASD, and a broader and more culturally diverse range of services are
needed to support those who suffer from FASD and their families, both research and practice for FASD raise significant ethical issues. In response, from the point of view of both
research and clinical neuroethics, we provide a framework that emphasizes the need to
maximize benefits and minimize harm, promote justice, and foster respect for persons
within a global context.
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Introduction
The harmful use of alcohol, especially among pregnant women and women of
childbearing age, is considered to be one of the main risk factors for poor health
globally.1 Alcohol exposure in pregnancy may cause damage to the central nervous system of the fetus as well as other systems and organs, including permanent
physical defects and cognitive impairments leading to behavioral, emotional, and
learning problems. Collectively known under the umbrella term of fetal alcohol
spectrum disorder (FASD), these impairments are increasingly being recognized
for the public health concerns they represent worldwide.2
More research is needed on both the diagnosis and treatment of FASD, and a
broader and more culturally diverse range of services are needed to support those
who suffer from FASD and their families. However, research and practice in this
area also raise a number of ethical issues. For research initiatives that seek to determine FASD prevalence or improve diagnostic capacity, limited healthcare resources
may represent an ethical challenge insofar as appropriate services may not be
available to provide follow-up care. When considering services, it is noteworthy
that stakeholders may be reluctant to undergo diagnostic assessments or seek
treatment in the face of real or perceived social and legal risks, such as the stigmatization of patients and families, loss of child custody for mothers, or harm to family
relationships.3
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Ethical Challenges in Contemporary FASD Research and Practice
Here, we highlight ethical challenges in FASD research and practice, drawing
on our experience in working among a number of culturally diverse groups living
in low-resource settings within the global north (e.g., Canada and the United States)
and global south (e.g., Ghana and South Africa). We provide an evidence-based
ethical framework that emphasizes the need to maximize benefits and minimize
harm, promote justice, and foster respect for persons within a global context.4
Duty and Responsibility
Developing Culturally Appropriate Paradigms
No conversation or action about duty and responsibility for the FASD context can
take place in the absence of respect for the perspectives and needs of stakeholders
who come from different communities and religious backgrounds, and who may
have differing beliefs about autonomy, decision-making, safety and risk, wellness,
and illness. At the same time, while recognizing the need for culturally informed
approaches, it is important to acknowledge that deeply rooted rituals and beliefs,
including drinking circles, may be harmful to an individual’s health outcomes.
Thus, among priorities for responsive action is the implementation of socially
acceptable and culturally meaningful standards of care that promote continuity of
care, bring access to sustainable services that enable and encourage compliance to
both short- and long-term treatment, and provide reasonable trade-offs between
the benefits and costs of ever-advancing diagnostic and prognostic tools. Research
and clinical practice focused on FASD entail ethical issues, given that, particularly in the global north, reporting mothers may result in criminalization and
further threaten trust in a cascade of already tenuous events and relationships.
Community-based methods and interventions are key to ensure the success of any
programmatic strategy borne out of the moral duty to protect vulnerable children
and women.
Promoting Responsibility in the Alcohol Industry
There is a clear role for the alcohol industry in raising public awareness of the risks
associated with drinking during pregnancy and reducing the incidence of FASD.
Experts in the field, professional bodies, FASD organizations, and government agencies have for long advocated for the labeling of alcoholic beverage containers with
prominent warnings about the known teratogenic effects of alcohol. Unfortunately,
in many countries, opportunities to effect changes have been lost. For example,
Canada’s Bill C-206 that would have required clear warning labels on alcoholic
beverages, failed at the committee level even though it had strong support in the
House of Commons. Similarly, there have been delays in legislation on advertising
in South Africa.5 In Australia and the United Kingdom, voluntary labeling of
alcoholic beverage containers by the alcohol industry has been heavily criticized
because either (1) the labels are considered to be weak, ambiguous messages
designed to have minimal impact, or (2) only a relatively small fraction of containers
actually contain any warning message.6 According to the Canada FASD Research
Network, the first level of FASD prevention involves raising public awareness
through campaigns and other broad strategies, which could include alcohol warning labels.7 However, few countries require that alcoholic beverage containers
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contain messages about the specific risks of drinking during pregnancy. This may
be a particular problem in low- and middle-income countries that do not have the
infrastructure to develop or implement policies on this issue, and legislation is
comparatively rare in these contexts. One key issue is whether it is possible for
academic institutions to partner with the alcohol industry.8 Some scholars have
argued that, given sufficient safeguards, the alcohol industry can potentially play
a valuable role in informing communities about alcohol-related risks and in doing
research on harm reduction. Others are less sanguine about this possibility.
Justice
Closing Gaps in FASD-Informed Services and Surveillance
There are significant disparities within and among countries in the global north and
south regarding both the incidence and prevalence of FASD. Indeed, the incidence
and prevalence of FASD are not conditions included in the current public health
surveillance system of any country. At present, population-based studies of FASD
tend to be limited to specific regions, whereas others take place opportunistically
in areas where rates of FASD are believed to be particularly high. Without accurate
and systematic collection of FASD surveillance data, it is difficult to plan health,
social service, education, and related systems that anticipate and address the
needs of individuals living with this disability. Epidemiological research may be
useful in drawing attention to under-diagnosis and under-treatment, and those who
participate in research on FASD may potentially benefit from the comprehensive
assessments provided. Ideally, however, embedded in any surveillance system is
a process for feedback to service delivery so that the knowledge obtained leads to
improved quality of service delivery. Surveillance, particularly by external parties,
that is not connected to an intervention service, may fail to implement the obtained
knowledge and leave recipients with an identified problem but no capacity to
respond. Consequently, it may do more harm than good. Ensuring that appropriate, ethical, evidence-based, and respectful approaches to screening and diagnosis
for FASD are available is imperative to enhance the ability of all regions and countries to deliver services and systems that effectively meet the needs of affected
individuals and families.
Balancing Costs and Beneﬁts in International Research
Global mental health is a newly emergent discipline that is focused on closing the
treatment gap and building relevant research capacity in low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs). One key aspect of global mental health is international collaborative partnerships. Such partnerships aim to maximize opportunities for crosslearning and capacity building, while focusing on some of the most pressing
mental health issues in LMICs. One example is the use of state-of-the-art neuroscience and imaging technology to investigate fetal alcohol syndrome in the Western
Cape of South Africa. While promoting international collaborative partnerships,
however, it is important to be aware of potential problems when collaborators
have unequal resources and status. For example, research that uses LMIC populations may be perceived as providing answers to questions that are more relevant
to high-income contexts than to local problems. Similarly, when such research is
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perceived as not leading to improved training opportunities and healthcare in
LMIC contexts, it may be criticized for reinforcing structural inequalities. On the
other hand, international collaborative research has a real potential to increase
awareness of local health issues, and to build local research capacity. A key question in promoting fairness relates to leadership, with strong arguments in favor
of locating leadership opportunities in LMICs. Thus, international collaborative
partnerships require self-reflection, ongoing communication, and recognition of
both the value of and tensions inherent to such partnerships.
Ensuring Clinical Utility
There are few formal guidelines that provide ethics guidance on disclosing an FASD
diagnosis to a family member or child, and the clinical utility of the diagnosis will
vary on a case-by-case basis. Clinicians must (1) determine the potential harms
and benefits of disclosure, (2) communicate the diagnosis in a manner that reduces
the likelihood of harm and maximizes the potential benefits, and (3) only disclose
if the potential benefits outweigh the potential harms.9 The determination of
potential harms and benefits will be heavily influenced by cultural, economic, and
political contexts. Thus, the development of any formalized guidance must take
into account the unique situational context of the child not only in the present but
also, to the extent possible, over time. Such considerations are applicable in both
the north and the south but, given the differences in resources available, may be
realized in different ways in these different contexts.
Respect for Persons
Developing Culturally Appropriate and FASD-Informed Consent Practices
Informed consent is required for participation in research and disclosure of information for anyone considered to be legally competent. Researchers must assess individual cognitive functioning prior to seeking consent to participate in research.10
Many individuals with FASD meet the criteria for competence but have cognitive
impairments that may significantly impact their ability to accurately predict outcomes and make informed decisions. Adults with FASD are often susceptible to
influence. FASD researchers must be diligent in providing the information required
for informed consent in as understandable and neutral a manner as possible to avoid
placing undue influence—including remuneration for participation—on potential
subjects. The onus is on the researcher to be aware of and effectively communicate
both intended and possible unintended consequences for the individual. It is essential that researchers also be self-aware of their social biases and the lens through
which they are operating.11 Best practice in FASD research would suggest employing
the use of an interpreter who understands the relevant cultural context and is able to
present the potential consequences of participation in plain language. Community
engagement is also key and, again, applicable in both the north and the south.
Elucidating and Mitigating Sources of Stigma
Despite the evidence in favor of early diagnosis, active surveillance in the absence
of support for families and children with FASD potentially places them at risk of
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stigmatization and harm. Reports suggest that stigma and lack of access to culturally appropriate and gender-specific services for women with alcohol-related
problems remain international concerns and are particularly problematic in LMICs.12
Yet only a small body of qualitative work examines the experiences of stigma by
those affected by FASD and how it impacts their lives.13 Furthermore, knowledge
gaps exist in relation to the beliefs endorsed by the public about mothers and
children affected by FASD, especially in the global south. In North American
contexts, the interpretation of FASD risk is often framed as either a health issue
or a moral failure, in which the rights of the mother and the rights of the fetus
are juxtaposed.14 Such competing rights discourses have been shown to have a
negative impact on women and families and suggest that strengths-based models
of practice and policy focused on supporting the mother–child dyad may yield
better outcomes.15 Meanwhile, young women in South Africa who experience
pregnancy before the age of 20 are more likely to experience stigma in relation
to moral judgments about adolescent sex when trying to obtain contraceptives
from medical professionals, rather than in relation to harmful binge-drinking
practices.16 Given that alcohol use, including harmful binge-drinking practices,
is common among adolescents in South Africa,17 strategies that prioritize nonstigmatizing access to effective contraceptives may be needed for FASD prevention programs.
Conclusion
The preceding discussion has outlined the following research priorities for addressing
key ethical challenges in global FASD research and practice:
1) Duty and responsibility
• Developing culturally appropriate practices that foster socially acceptable
standards of care, improve health, and promote access to sustainable
services in communities.
• Encouraging academic/industry partnerships to promote responsibility in
the alcohol industry through research on harm reduction and public outreach initiatives that work to inform communities about alcohol-related
risks.
2) Justice
• Closing gaps in FASD-informed services through systematic collection of
FASD surveillance data, including feedback mechanisms to service providers so that the knowledge obtained directly impacts services provided
in communities.
3) Respect for persons
• Developing FASD-informed consent practices that recognize relevant
cultural/medical contexts and effectively communicate the potential consequences of screening or diagnosis outcomes.
• Elucidating and mitigating sources of stigma through ongoing research
on the lived experiences of individuals, families, and communities affected by FASD.
The perception that FASD is brought about only by a woman’s choice is a major
barrier to global prevention efforts. Current understandings about the root causes
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of FASD recognize the complex familial, cultural, and social contexts that impact
the drinking behavior of women, pregnant or otherwise.
Canada has been a leader in promoting international efforts to develop broadbased policy initiatives and actions at different levels of government and society
to prevent the global FASD crisis. In September 2013, the first international conference on the prevention of FASD was held in Edmonton, Alberta, and resulted in
the development of an international charter on FASD prevention that was endorsed
by more than 35 countries worldwide.18 Clearly, there is worldwide recognition
and willingness to address this growing problem.
The ethical considerations that we highlighted above are intended to broaden
the discussion and provide direction on critical next steps for international collaborations to ensure that the benefits of global FASD research are maximized.
As international efforts and partnerships between global northern and southern
countries grow, so must our commitment to become champions for this globally
underserved and marginalized patient population.
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